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The Maker Space and the FabLabs were born outside the school, in particular in the american

universities, the first at MIT in Boston (The Center of Bits and Atoms) and then later they were

distributed throughout the world in various types of laboratory, workshops, studies of handicraft,

where groups of people, self-defined makers, have organized themselves to work together

sharing resources, instrumentation and above all the knowledge of their practical and theoretical

abilities.

What distinguishes the Maker Space is

a strong aptitude for knowledge sharing

Fablab and Maker Space the Origins





Why a Fablab or a Makerspace at School?

We learn by disassembling and repairing, modifying the software and the

hardware in order to optimize its use and acquire knowledge on the

functioning of the devices.

The "tinkering" approach, which is based on the trinomial think-make-

improve(1), involves an ideation phase, a creation phase, and a final

verification and improvement phase of what has been done.

Essential in this activity is the collaboration and sharing of knowledge in

a perfect "open" philosophy.

Important and challenging in this process is the role of the teacher, which
can vary from tutor, mentor, catalyst for group.

(1) Martinez, S. L., & Stager, G. (2013). Invent to learn. Torrance, CA: Constructing modern knowledge press.



Maker and MakerSpace: space is enabling

The space where the activity of sharing knowledge, machinery, results

and created objects takes place is a fundamental dimension of the 

activity. of makers.

The maker space is a physical place of the School. It enables the 

change of the teacher's methodology and it enables the change of 

perspective of the students.

We have therefore included our research activity both in the field of new 

technologies, but also in that of innovative spaces. For us, the 

makerspace is a sub-type of the exploration space, one of the spaces

that is part of the 1 + 4 model.



Where we started? The INDIRE Research on the 

FabLab and Maker Space in the Italian School 
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The Research Questions for the

Makerspace at School

1. How is space organized to make a fablab at school and 

what are the possible solutions

2. What actors are involved in organizing this space? 

(Teachers, Technicians, Heads, Students?)

3. Fablab in school: Why? Pedagogical aspects and 

organizational reasons.(improve the effectiveness of 

laboratory teaching, 

foster multidisciplinarity, improve connections with the 

neighbours) 

4. Interaction between fablab and school. How much 

integration? How much influence on teaching?



Two approaches for an insight into:

Makerspace at School

Case Study: to describe best practices in Italy:
● Francavilla Fontana (Brindisi)

● Labaro (Roma)

Toolkit: to help other schools to find an easy way 

to start a Makerspace (or a FabLab) at School –

Now the Toolkit is close to be translated into

English and adapted to the European context

by EUN



A sustainable model to  manage the fablab is

based on a strong cooperation with a maker 

(and/or parents and teachers) association.

The Case Studies and the Toolkit will argument

this position.

The ITALIAN Model

Makerspace in the Primary School



The EUN Research

In collaboration with EUN we use the experience

our research to investigate makerspaces in 

schools in other European Countries.
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The European Field

We focusing on this topics:

• space preferable INSIDE the school

• pedagogic ROLE of space, 

• sustainability model, 

• external collaboration, 

• influence on teaching and learning: in 

the curriculum



The approach questionnaire

We prepare and give a common 

questionnaire with common indications:

- School context

- About the compiling person

- Description of the makerspace

- Rationale (moving the choices)

- Management and organization

- Activities in the makerspace

- Considerations and challenges



individual teacher

makerspace

• space INSIDE the school

• pedagogic role of space, 

• sustainability model, 

• external collaboration, 

• influence on teaching and 

learning, as working with 

objects and technology

objects, driving a project

with teacher assistance.

Training service in 

a place outside the 

school

INSIDE OUR RESEARCH OUTSIDE OUR 

RESEARCH

OUTSIDE OUR 

RESEARCH



Person centered

Space centered

Makerspase is

Inside School
Makerspace is

Outside School
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The toolkit we are creating

originates from the Italian experience

and includes information from 

of all the European schools studied. 

The aim is to be useful for 

as many countries as possible.
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